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Scan2x AI Feature: Revolutionising Document Scanning

                   

What Can Scan2x's AI Feature Do?

Scan2x's new AI feature empowers you to effortlessly scan a wide variety of 
documents, including:

• Invoices
• Receipts
• Business Cards
• ID Documents
• Legal Contracts

The Evolution of Document Scanning

The Old Way vs. The Scan2x AI Way

Scan2x AI Feature: Revolutionising Document Scanning

At Scan2x, we are thrilled to introduce our groundbreaking AI feature,                    
designed to transform the way you handle document scanning. With this 
remarkable advancement, we're not only making document scanning easier; 
we're reshaping the landscape of document management for businesses.

What Can Scan2x's AI Feature Do?

Scan2x's new AI feature empowers you to effortlessly scan a wide variety of 
documents, including:

• Invoices
• Receipts
• Business Cards
• ID Documents
• Health Insurance Cards
• Document Labels
• KVP Documents
• AI Contracts

The Evolution of Document Scanning

In the past, setting up a scanning job was a tedious and manual process. You 
had to instruct the system on the layout of each document, specify the             
metadata to collect, and indicate where the information could be found. This 
approach was not only time-consuming but limited to documents with a                       
uniform layout.

The Old Way vs. The Scan2x AI Way

The old way of document scanning was not only cumbersome but also                        
restricted to capturing specific data you expected to receive. The documents 
had to adhere to a rigid template.

But today, with Scan2x's AI feature, everything has changed.
You no longer need to teach the system about document layouts or specify the 
data you're looking for. Scan2x's AI has already learned from millions of             
documents and is ready to work for you.
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The old way of document scanning was restricted to capturing specific data 
you expected to receive. The documents had to adhere to a rigid template. 

But today with Scan2x's AI feature, everything has changed. 

You no longer need to teach the system about document layouts or specify 
the data you're looking for. Scan2x's AI has already learned from millions of 
documents and is ready to work for you.  
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How It Works

No More Teaching: 
Instant Results: 

Effortless Scanning: 

Experience the Future of Document Scanning

Scan2x's AI feature eliminates the complexities of document scanning and                   
empowers your business to become more efficient, flexible, and agile in               
handling various document types. It's never been easier to scan and extract 
information from documents.

Join us in embracing this revolutionary change in document management. 

Say goodbye to templates, and hello to effortless document scanning with 
Scan2x's AI feature.

To learn more or to see it in action, contact our team today at 
      software@avantechsoftware.com 
or visit our website at        www.scan2x.com.

Scan2x is a registered trademark of Avantech. All rights reserved.

 Simply tell the system 
what type of document 

you want to scan – 
whether it's an invoice, 

receipt, or any other 
supported document. 

 When you press the AI 
invoice button and           

provide various types of 
invoices, even ones the 
system has never seen 
before, it automatically 

extracts all the metadata 
you need. This includes 

the amount due,                   
customer ID, customer 

name, and the content of 
the invoice itself. 

 Get all the information 
you need without              

creating templates or 
specifying data types. 
The system collects all 
current and potential 
data, ensuring you're 

prepared for any future 
needs. 

At Scan2x, we are thrilled to introduce our groundbreaking AI feature,            
designed to transform the way you handle document scanning. 

With this remarkable  advancement, we're not only making document                
scanning easier; we're reshaping the landscape of document management for         
businesses. 

In the past, setting up a scanning job could be a tedious and manual process. 
You had to instruct the system on the layout of each document, specify the 
metadata to collect, and indicate where the information could be found. This 
approach was not only time-consuming but it was limited to known                   
documents with a uniform layout. 


